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THE CHASM BETWEEN
THE EFFICIENT AND THE LEAN
With its 9% to 15% productivity advantage over
efficient IT, lean IT is the next frontier for the
business stakeholders and CIOs — a
steppingstone in their digital transformation
journey and a serious fund-raiser for all sorts of
digital ambitions.

By Hakan Altintepe
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“Efficiency is doing things right.”
Peter Drucker
Author, Educator, Management Consultant

“Lean is getting the right things done."
Pascal Dennis
Author, Expert on Lean Manufacturing
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Efficiency is about spending less to
get the same, whereas lean is about
spending nothing on things that don’t
matter. We often use these two
terms interchangeably; however, in
the context of enterprise IT, the
contrast between them is
remarkable.
Traditional enterprise IT was created
to support the business of the
industrial era by delivering efficient
solutions through economies of scope
and scale. Within this context, the
trillions of dollars in technology
spending by global enterprises over
decades has been governed
essentially by two measures: yearover-year (YOY) budget adjustments,
and the unit cost of inputs such as
the blended rate of IT labor and cost
per server. While budgets represent
a committed end, the efficient unit

cost of inputs is the means to get
there, a.k.a. efficient IT.

The traditional
efficiency
levers are
mostly
exhausted.

The pursuit of efficiency brought
about numerous innovative IT
management practices — program
management offices, outsourcing,
offshoring and location arbitrage,
centralized management and shared
services, to name a few. Through the
adoption and enhancement of these
practices with a great deal of toil,
sweat and tears over decades,
enterprise IT leaders achieved a
commendable track record in driving
their unit costs down.
This trend has significantly slowed
down in recent years with the
commoditization of IT inputs, and
further unit cost reduction
opportunities have become scarce
(Figure 1).

Figure 1 – Current state of efficient IT initiatives in financial services industry
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Industry cases suggest that efficiency
savings are more elusive now than
ever before due to complexity of
execution, risky assumptions and
siloed organizational and governance
structures. Consequently, efficient IT
is a mission (mostly) accomplished, a
table stakes rather than a source of
differentiation, in today’s financial
services industry.
In the digital era, the role of
enterprise IT is shifting from merely
supporting the business to delivering
a competitive advantage through
economies of agility and technical
ingenuity. This shift is creating
several fundamental conflicts with
the scope- and scale-driven efficient
IT. At the top of the list sits reliance
on the unit cost efficiency of inputs
as the primary criterion of the
financial success of enterprise IT.
The economic model of agility and
technical ingenuity thrives with
smaller batch sizes -- frequent
delivery rather than annual releases,
modular architecture rather than
one-size-fits-all platforms -- and the
iterative development enabled by
actionable feedback from customers,
providers, systems and the like,
rather than plan-driven project
execution. These changes will
generate exponentially more data
about the business outcomes enabled
by IT, which are better indicators of
the financial success of IT than the
proxy use of the unit cost of inputs.
To illustrate this point, let's think
about a typical IT cost reduction
initiative leveraging offshoring,
outsourcing and shared services
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Efficient IT Case Examples
Case 1: A major insurance company
concluded that IT didn’t possess the
required digital skills, and initiated a
major workforce rationalization
program that would replace more than
half of the current organization with
the new ‘digital’ skills at low cost
locations. Two years into the program,
the IT leadership faced the daunting
realities – replacing old technical skills
with the new ones doesn’t create a
digital IT organization, workforce
consolidation targets are aspirational,
and an aggressive low-cost location
strategy is extremely disruptive.
Case 2: Economic benefit of offshoring/
outsourcing are driven by replacing 1
onshore FTE with 1.5+ offshore FTEs at
½ or less of the onshore rate. After
decades of exploitation of this model,
the blended rate of labor hours has
steadily been reduced while workforce
complexity has increased, and FTE
productivity decreased. Technology
leaders at two separate tier 1 financial
organizations tried to reverse this trend
by investing in offshore captives, and
converting offshore contractors to
employees with a targeted 2:1 FTE
consolidation ratio. After two years,
neither organization was close to
achieving intended productivity
targets.
Case 3: A global financial services
company studied their business
application portfolio to identify
consolidation opportunities. The
project team identified significant
opportunities, but none were
implemented due to the siloed
organizational and governance
structures.

By focusing on
outcomes,
business and
IT executives
will be able to
manage the
consumption –
rather than the
unit cost – of IT
inputs, which
will open a
whole slew of
new
optimization
scenarios for
managers.
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levers. Almost always, the business
case is justified by applying a unit
cost reduction assumption to a
constant volume of consumption. By
focusing on outcomes, business and
IT executives will be able to manage
the consumption -- rather than the
unit cost -- of IT inputs, which will
open up a whole slew of new
optimization scenarios for managers.
Leading CIOs, who are keenly aware
of the shifting mandate of enterprise
IT and the underlying economic
drivers, are looking beyond the unit
cost efficiency of IT. They are
mandating their teams to focus on
things that matter most to the
business, and stop doing things that
don’t matter, a.k.a. lean IT.
The term lean IT is defined as the
extension of lean manufacturing and
lean services principles to the
development and management of IT
products and services, with a central
concern of eliminating waste.
Defects, rework, low-value work,

Examples of Waste
Example 1: At a tier-1 bank, business applications developed
by the global agile workforce – consisting of 3000+ FTEs and
a $200 million annual expense – were costing 2x to 3x of the
original estimates. Since agile programs typically don’t incur
budget overruns due to fixed-size teams, the bank’s
problems remained undetected for 18 months. Once the
program leadership became aware of them, there wasn’t
enough money left to salvage the program.
Example 2: A major US insurance company was unable to
scale up their agile program beyond the proof of concept
phase for over two years due to lack of confidence in their
teams’ ability to operate effectively at scale.
Example 3: Two business units of an insurance company
were independently developing a workflow solution with
similar business requirements. After two years, the first team
migrated 80% of processes onto the new platform at a cost
of $10 million. The second team achieved 40% migration
after spending $40 million. Even with these results at hand,
there was no collaboration between these business units to
optimize their remaining investments.
busywork, slow decision-making, on-site/manual tasks,
outdated requirements, partially complete applications,
underutilized hardware, bench resources, firefighting,
knowledge loss are examples of waste applicable to
enterprise IT.

Lean IT isn’t a new concept, but it’s time has just
arrived with the proliferation of the digital-era
operating models, methodologies and technologies.
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The contrast between being efficient
and being lean is a fundamental
mindset shift. Here are a few
examples of lean in action:
•

•

Embedding quality into
development rather than
investing in integration and UAT
testing,
Knowing how to fail fast when
needs change, rather than
sticking to the original plan,

Figure 2 – The levers of Lean IT
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•

Continually improving rather than benchmarking,

•

Improving processes and breaking down functional
silos rather than throwing more resources on
bottlenecks,

•

Portfolio managing, rather than sweating,
application and technology assets.

To better appreciate lean IT as the next frontier for the
business stakeholders and CIOs, and a necessary
steppingstone on their legacy-to-digital transformation
journey, we need to explore how lean IT boosts
productivity and how it differs from efficient IT.
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There are four lean IT value levers
that are ready for prime time (Figure
2):
Quality: Drives value by addressing
quality problems at the source. Think
about a drop of ink in a swimming
pool. With a fast action, the ink can
be cleaned up with a single dip of a
bucket. If delayed, the ink diffuses
throughout the pool and requires the
pool water to be replaced entirely.
Similarly, defects that stay in the
system long enough cause new
defects, and a fix becomes
exponentially costlier.
Agile: Is about embracing change in
business needs and being able to fail
fast when necessary. A study
conducted by the Standish Group
discovered that 50% of features
developed by enterprise IT are hardly
ever used.

Most frequent culprits are outdated
requirements, aging work-inprogress inventory, and broken
feedback loops with customers.

Lean IT is the
next frontier for
the business
stakeholders
and CIOs — a
steppingstone
in their digital
transformation
journey and a
serious fundraiser for all
sorts of digital
ambitions.

Demand: Ensures that the whole
organization works on the highestvalue tasks. This is more easily said
than done. What happens when the
mandatory projects budget is
exhausted midyear, project
estimations are misleading, or the
integrity of project priorities is
compromised due to scheduling
constraints during execution?
Operating model: Aims for
correcting frictions across the
overall enterprise IT ecosystem due
to organizational misalignments,
process bottlenecks, or governance
bureaucracies.
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An Example of Lean IT in Action: The Functional Gearing Ratio Assessment
Functional gearing ratios refer to the
distribution of effort across major
functions performed by enterprise IT
such as project management,
planning and initiation, design,
development and the like. A
comparison of gearing ratios at one
organization against the industry
averages –published by analyst
organizations such as Gartner – is a
very effective way of discovering
operational risks and issue. A
deviation from the mean often
implies either a deliberate design
feature or an unintended
consequence of the underlying IT
operating model. For example, a
higher than normal development
effort may be due to an emphasis on
quality or an issue in productivity;
whereas a high defect fix ratio
usually means bad quality.
Figure 3 below, shows the calculation
of functional gearing ratios at a
business-aligned IT organization
with 1,000 FTEs and $140MM
budget. The ‘effective capacity’
column implies the average size of an
enterprise IT organization, which the
current functional gear could support
without causing a bottleneck.
Based on this data, we hypothesize
that design and deployment
functions may be overstaffed, and
defect fix and system testing
functions are potential bottlenecks
for the flow of activities at this
organization.
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The next step in this assessment
involves conducting a series of timeboxed, expert-led deep-dives into
respective functional domains to
validate hypotheses and determine
the root-causes of bottlenecks and
overstaffed functions. These deepdive studies typically focus on the
organization, governance, processes,
metrics, tools and financials related
to the functional domains in
question.

Figure 3 - Functional gearing ratios
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In the case of Bank A, there were
several operational challenges:
a) Planning and initiation function
was superficial with no feedback
from the design and development
teams,
b) System testing function was a
bottleneck letting features into
UAT without proper testing,
c) Deployment function was
oversized to address large
number of defects found in UAT,
d) Design function was oversized to
demonstrate to business that the
program was running at a high
pace. Unfortunately, most of the
groomed epics and defined

features ended up in the work-inprogress inventory since the
development function wasn’t
sized to process them timely.
In conclusion, this 1,000 FTE
organization was performing like a
500 FTEs due to the operational
waste. (Figure 4).

Figure 4 – The gearing ratio opportunity diagram
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Although the lean IT concept is not
new, it hasn't gotten much traction
yet. This is about to change. With a
broad adoption of the digital-era
operating models, methodologies and
technologies, it is now possible to
establish a meaningful correlation
between the actions taken by
enterprise IT and the subsequent
business outcomes. Encouraged by
these advancements, leading CIOs
are asking their teams to generate
funding for digital opportunities
through innovations in IT
management, and to reorient
enterprise IT as a competitive
advantage in the digital arms race.

Lean IT is potentially a significant
source of fresh funding for digital
transformation initiatives. CIOs can
expect 9% to 15% productivity gain
by leading their organizations to
leapfrog from being efficient to being
lean. This is equivalent to almost
doubling the currently available
funds for the whole digital initiatives
portfolio (Figure 5).
A well-structured lean IT program
could break even in six months and
start delivering positive financial
results within the first 12 months.
Most benefits could be realized
within 24 to 36 months with a strong
executive support and focused
execution.

Figure 5 – Lean IT productivity gain potential
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Lean IT has the
potential to
double the
available
funding for
digital
initiatives.
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About Technology for Alpha LLC

Who We are
We are a boutique strategy firm providing
advisory and managed services for senior
business and IT executives to maximize the
realized business value of technology
investments.
Combining our deep expertise in enterprise
technology management at global institutions,
our industry leading executive management
frameworks and tools, and our differentiated
engagement model with unique risk-sharing
features, we work with executives, stakeholders,
customers and providers of enterprise
technology to formulate and implement digitalage appropriate technology strategies.

Our Services
Business Investment Planning for Technology
Lean IT Transformation
IT Merger and Acquisition Planning and
Execution
Enterprise-scale Agile Program Oversight
IT Operating Model Design and Implementation
Technology Portfolio Management
IT Workforce Transformation
IT Cost Reduction

Why We are Different
We believe in partnership with shared
objectives; we set a significant portion of
our fees contingent upon achieving
expected outcomes or value.
Due to our undivided focus on achieving
expected outcomes and value, rather than
deliverables, we are incented to maximize
involvement of client resources in our
projects. This approach lowers clients’ out of
pocket expenses and accelerates the
knowledge transfer to their teams.
We have one of the lowest initial time and
money commitment requirement among
most strategy consulting firms to kick-start a
lean IT transformation effort, thanks to our
hypotheses driven, evidence based and
value focused assessment methodology.
Subsequent investments always remain in
check with the value identified and
committed.
Our enterprise IT transformation philosophy
is founded on the principles of lean. We
believe that every individual, team and
organization should strive for exceeding
themselves, continuously; rather than racing
against imperfect benchmarks or
aspirational targets. With this tone set at the
onset of every transformation effort, we
strive for excellent client team participation.
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